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[ The book introduc~ the most detailed "and comprehensive
. ,

treatment of the collection of methodS 'kriown 88 Euclidean
Distance Matrix Analysis (EDMA) for studying shape. The
basic idea of ~DMA is to carry out statistical analysis of the
matrices of inter-landmark dmtances using method of mo-

..' JnentS b!88 co"rrectio~ under Ga~i8.n: model aSsumptio~,

'"' .

nents of the technique. The style is quite personalized and .
authors are forthright in their opinions.

The monograph is at least two books in one, and in p
ticular the major Chapters 2 to 4, are each divided into 1
parts. First, there is~_book aimed at biologists-includ
part 1 of the major chaPtem. Then, there is the book aiD
more at statisticians-including part 2 of the major chapt.
The dual style is quite novel, but also a little disorientat
at tim~, involving regular fli~backwards and forward
the pages. , 'J

~ The main methodology is p~~ in Chapters 3 an.
With this work pnmariiy being' a~survey of tlie papers
the authors and thclr ~lieagUes:, The authors are very c- -

~~~
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cover to cover. Its strict ordermg by date of birth 4~ proved
more workable than th&r~therarbitrary thematic plus alpha.-
betical name order of JK. (AC has strict alphaQeti~ order,
and biographical articles form just one of many categories.)
There is considerable variation among contributors in Style, all
the way from reverent hagiography to affectionate anecdote.
Some local heroes seem a bit overdone, but all deserVe in-, .
clusion. Among the highlIghts are an excellent, well-p~Ced, , ; , - - '
profile of Fisher and a ~vid portrait of William Playtair, 'en-
gineer, poli~ical economist and scoundrel' (p. '105), as well as
pioneer in statistic81 graphics. TheJeSs valuable contributions
include the entry on Bayes, which is largely yet another hyper-
cOndensed his~ryof Ba~ian ideas to the present day. Pic:.
tures of almost everybOdy and generally very good short bib-. " ' '" ,
liographies help make this work both intriguing and valUable.
Mor~ disappointingly, HS surely and Sorely nee<ied'a much
stronger copy edit. There are many small eriOrs..{triost fairly
trivial, but somecsubst8.ritive), two different'referencing sys-
tems, numerous awkward sentences, and too much random-
ness in punctuation. My pencilled annotatious run: into the
hundreds. An enterprise of this kind deserves a much cleaner
second printing.

calof Procrustes analysis,~d~d~ ~tis valuable to~int
out the~~~tions,of'.m~tho~.,.;;H2~~"bi,?10~ts~d ~~
plied researchers may: getj~ f?Pn~ imp~~ion that Pro-
crustes methods should neveribe used. ~rocrustes methods,-. "
are~closely related to. methods based on natural distances in
the non-Euclidean sh~ spa{;e', ~dthere is a growing body
of theory on the properties of Procrustes based methods for
~ analySis, inclu~gfurther- ~nsistencY theorems. HoW-
ever, the concept of 'mean shape' (Frechet mean) from the off-
~t normal distribution is not necessarily equal to the,'shape
of the means', which is th~ concept o(mean shap~ in the b~ok.
So, I think D.i°re work needs to be done befo~ ~~~iy~ ~,
itiye; ~d negat~ve answer~are ~~. '~' ;.. ;i:1!1

There are lots of examples throughout, and in pa,rticu-
lar the new molecular structures examples in the chapter by,
Theodore Cole are very interest~.. A large amoUntof!anal~is
is presented in tables as opposed to graphical format,..whi~ is
qwte hard to digest, but nevertheJessi~.is interest~ to~
ab~utthe wide range of applications of the methodology.

, In conclusion, this is a useful and complementary addition
t6 the recent series of books ~n statistical shape anal~i.s,:

I. L. DRYDEN
, : University of Nottinghaffi,cU.K.
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'rJie ~tory of statistics h~ alwaysbe.en o~ consid~able inter,"

.. ~~to ,many. practitioners, but.,~til, ~1atively,~~n~.Y( ~her~
wereo~ ~few books available'cNow monographs and sur-" ... \
vera S:ppear' fr~uently from both statisticians and historians
o(~..ience:'This'volum~t(l;i~ HS), prepared under the
allSpices bt the'InternatioD:al Statistical Institute,offers short
biographies by 75 authors (whose~ations are n?~ '~~n)
of 103 iridi{rjdualswho contriDuted subl!tantially to statiJticaf
science and were born before 1900. Ailyone fMcinated by the
hiStory of 'statistics will find HSDlostebjoy3ble and usefu1j. .'

those with a weaker interest are still urge<ItO recommend it
for their institutional library. Either way, it is a ,key reference
for idle browsing, for seeking colourful or prosaic detail for
that le(;ture or paper, or for tryi~g to sort out those perennial.
questions such as 'Who wa& Student?' or: 'Which &rno\i1li,did what?'. , .

It may be helpful to compare HS with some other resources.
Johnson and Kotz (1997) (herearterJK) is basedonobitu~.,
ies published in the original and update volumes ofthe:E~-'
cyclopedia of Statistical Sciences. The Encycl~ia of l3io-
statistics, edited by Armitage ang Colton (1998) (Ag), "also
includes many obituaries. Some ~plt;ap~ ~ just q~eor. . . ~

two of, these volumes, partly because bothJK ,and AC in-
. , ., -

clude people born after 1900. Even, the decade to 1910 in-
cludes giants such as Bartlett, Co~hran,de:Fi~etti, Felie~,
M. G. Kendall, Kolmogorov, Wald, W:i~'1\y?ld~4Ya~-
some indication of ~hat is missed by a1~jc,u~fl;~but it
appears t~~t HS is th~ first of~~e}"j~':).JAi!!4~~i"on!, ~ we,ak
~t,qJ1Ii o~~, Y9lume isofteq~p~~j~'.~ ,~~~~entry
~~other,.~ th~1w9rks~,~.~u~~~c;:emple~e~t~:
c;tM.th9~h I guesst}la.tm~~ r~~~?wWltr~t'!!~ie~~::.
ily~;a reference work., my: ~~~~!~~~at~~lYt~o~

." ,.
LAWSON, A, B, Statistical Methods in'S~~i8l;Epi-c
de~ology. Wiley, Chicllester, 2001. x+ 27.7 pp.,£55.00f
$89.95. ISBN 0"4Z1'i~7572-9. ; 'C'C'

Public, governmentiand media concern abOut health and the
environment lookS set to ensure a continuing groMh cor in:'
tereSt in spatial epidemiology. Hitherto, the most 'valuablere-i
views of recent associated developments in statiStiCal method';'
ology nave been edited collections of multi-authored contribu-
tiobs'(e.g.,Spatial Epidemiology, P. Elliott, J:Wakefield, N.
Best, D.. Briggs {eds.), OUP, 2000; Mapping and Risk Assess-
ment for Public Health, A. Lawson, A. Biggeri, D. Bohning,
E. Lesaffrey J.-F.Viel, R. Bertollini (eds.), Wiley; 1999). An
overview from a single perspective, with a correspondingly
greater potential for comprehensive and integrated reflection
on the field, is therefore welcome. This is particularly the case
when the book concerned comes from Andrew Lawson, who
has made many important personal research contributions to
the subject, notably in the modelling of spatial and spatio-
temporal clustering of disease. This book,in contr~t to his
recent, and mor~ elementary introduction tO~m?-pping
(Introduct~ Gu~de; to Disease Mapping, ,A; J;,a~ri:and F.'
WQliams,W~ley, 2001); aims to be a 'comp~heniiiv~.~yiew
q\~n~,r~~' direc~ pr~arilyatth~.witp.."~~Jstrong
back~q~din)f3tatiStics';~c;i from ~he Qu~tiC?pe,s~C?~~~y-

t.~¥:P:c;>~,?ft~~,~ ~~~~ip; t.h~~wl~ ~4 ~t,1e~n7;
tent.c{:;:JC:: ::. ~'~;(:'~':;,i':_,~~"i(, .i:


